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Compliance checklist for declaration of compliance in accordance with MOC Light UAS 2511-01 for ENAC project_________ 

 

Doc. Section Means Reference doc. Remarks 

1 Applicability of this MoC: 
— UAS operated in an operation in the specific category classified up 
to SAIL II according to SORA; 
— UA dimension: recommended for UAS whose characteristic 
dimension is equal to or less than three (3) meters, in consideration 
of the limited performance attributed to the FTS. Higher dimensions 
can be accepted by the competent authority when the kinetic energy 
or speed are sufficiently low (typically below 34 kJ or 35 m/s 
respectively) 
— UA design: no specific restrictions. For lighter-than-air, normally 
the ground risk is considered smaller than for heavier-than-air (with 
equal UA dimension and scenario)7. However, the prescriptions to 
determine the ground risk buffer as indicated in 2.5 are not applicable 
for lighter-than-air and the criteria to determine such buffer would 
have to be re-determined in agreement with the authority; 

  

2.1 The FTS should be segregated from the UAS flight control system 
architecture. Such segregation needs to be simply verifiable and 
comply with paragraphs 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 

  

2.1 The FTS can be manually and/or automatically activated. In the case 
of manual activation, the system will include a ground and an air (i.e.: 
on-board) segments. 

  

2.1 The remote pilot should have means to detect if the FTS is not 
available due to the failure of any of the elements contributing to its 
proper functioning. 

  

2.1 A design checklist document should be made available and include: 
— a high level description of the FTS architecture; 
— the FTS installation on the UAS; 
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— assessment as per chapters 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.3 with evidence of 
compliance with each of these chapters; 

2.1.1 Segregation of the air segment 
The air segment of the FTS should be segregated from the UAS flight 
control system architecture and from any other element of such 
architecture whose failure may induce a loss of control, unless such 
failure would only lead to crash in the operational volume or ground 
risk buffer. 

  

2.1.1 For example, the FTS air segment may use the same power supply of 
the UAS, as a loss of a power supply could be considered a failure 
leading to a crash in the operational volume. In such a case, erroneous 
operation of onboard power supply (out of range voltage, inverted 
polarity) should not result in loss of containment and loss of the FTS. 

  

2.1.1 If the FTS is activated from ground, the receiver of the FTS signal 
installed onboard should be independent from the receiver utilized 
for command and control. 

  

2.1.1 If the FTS is automatically activated, its activation should be triggered 
by systems which are not utilized for the control of the UAS operation 
within the operational volume.  

  

2.1.1 For example, positioning information utilized to trigger the FTS should 
be provided by different systems (not implying different technology11) 
with respect to the ones utilized during normal operation of the UAS. 

  

2.1.2 Segregation of the ground segment (where applicable) 
The unit(s) utilized to trigger the FTS should be segregated from the 
Command Unit (CU) utilized for UAS control during operation. The 
segregation should be such that correct functioning of the FTS would 
be unaffected, if CU operation would be lost or function erroneously. 

  

2.1.3 Frequency and frequency diversity 
When using radio frequencies for the initiation of flight termination, 
the frequency band utilized by the FTS should be separated from the 
frequency band utilised for UAS control. 
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2.1.3 Where the specific operational volume includes emitting sources of 
high power radio frequencies13, the frequencies used by the FTS 
should not be superimposed with such frequencies. 

  

2.1.3 The flight manual (see chapter 2.3) should provide the relevant 
information on the frequency bands and avoidance of areas which 
could cause interference. 

  

2.2 Tests 
Adequate performance of the FTS should be verified with the 
following set of tests as per 2.2.1 to 2.2.4. 

  

2.2 A test procedures and result document should be made available to 
the authority and cover such set of tests. 

  

2.2 The documentation should contain date and time of test and test 
configuration, including FTS and utilised test equipment. 

  

2.2 Where any test is not passed (FTS not activated, not correctly 
activated or erroneously activated), the document should record the 
root cause analysis and investigation of the failure and the change of 
FTS and/or test equipment configuration that may have been 
necessary on the basis of such investigation. 

  

2.2 The series of tests shall not be restarted without the failure event 
having been recorded and analyzed. 

  

2.2 Tests shall be considered passed only when bench, ground, flight and 
end-to-end tests executed consecutively as per chapters below will 
have been passed. 

  

2.2 Any failure will require analysis of the root cause, possible 
modification of the system, justification of such modification and 
recording in the documentation, re-execution of tests starting from 
bench tests. 

  

2.2.1 Bench tests on FTS  
These tests should be performed on the uninstalled FTS in a 
controlled environment. 
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2.2.1 Where manually activated, the operator should trigger the 
termination function with the ground unit and observe that the 
correct termination signal is received by the FTS receiver 

  

2.2.1 Where automatically activated, correct activation of the termination 
signal should be tested providing as input to the FTS those conditions 
which would cause its triggering in flight. 

  

2.2.1 The applicant should perform a number of tests considered adequate 
on the base of the FTS complexity. At least ten (10) activation tests 
should be performed. Bench tests are considered passed when the 
full set of tests is passed consecutively. 

  

2.2.2 Ground integration tests after installation of the FTS on the UAS 
These tests need to demonstrate proper activation of the FTS as 
installed on the UAS and that the desired effect on the UAS is 
obtained. 

  

2.2.2 If the FTS is activated from ground during real operation, the tests 
should be such to test the maximum operational distance of the UAS 
from the antenna transmitting the command of flight termination. 
The ground FTS unit needs to be connected with the antenna as in the 
real operational case. 

  

2.2.2 Where automatically activated, correct activation of the termination 
signal should be tested providing in input to the FTS those conditions 
which would cause its triggering in flight. In this case, the activation 
should be checked for a set of conditions covering uniformly the 
whole activation envelope, while limiting the granularity of such 
checks. 

  

2.2.2 Where the FTS deploys a parachute, it is possible to not install the 
parachute; it is sufficient to ascertain that proper termination of flight 
would be triggered and that the signal causing parachute deployment 
is correctly received (without actually causing parachute 
deployment). 
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2.2.2 The number of tests performed should be adequate to the complexity 
of the FTS as installed on the UAS. At least ten (10) activations should 
be performed. Ground tests can be considered passed when the full 
set of tests is passed consecutively. 

  

2.2.3 Flight test 
Flight tests need to be carried out in low risk scenarios (typically: a 
VLOS operation in a test location over a controlled ground area, 
where the probability of encountering another aircraft is negligible 
and with very low risk in adjacent areas). 

  

2.2.3 Flight tests are not considered necessary for UAS with MTOW < 900 
grams, unless they are used in lieu of the ground tests. 

  

2.2.3 Flight tests need to demonstrate proper activation of the on-board 
segment of the FTS, however, a representative non-destructive 
configuration may be arranged (e.g. digital recording of the FTS signal 
which would normally interrupt power connection to engines when 
FTS is actuated, avoiding that such signal actually commands power 
interruption during tests). 

  

2.2.3 It should be demonstrated that each activation from ground, 
respectively each test case in which the FTS is supposed to be 
automatically actuated, would result in a correct flight termination. 

  

2.2.3 The following minimum scenarios should be tested: 
— UAS flying straight and levelled towards or away to / from the 
antenna transmitting the termination signal, at the minimum and 
maximum height expected during the operation (excluding climb and 
descent segments).  
At least 10 activations should be triggered: 
 
— 5 at minimum height, 2 of which testing the maximum distance of 
operation at that height, the other 3 with approximate equal 
distribution as depicted below; 
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— 5 at maximum height, 2 of which testing the maximum distance of 
operation at that height, the other 3 with approximate equal 
distribution as above; 

2.2.3 — UAS flying straight and levelled in a direction perpendicular to the 
one of the tests above, same heights as above, same distribution as 
above; 

  

2.2.3 In case of automatic FTS activation, the conditions / scenario set for 
activation should lead to automatic termination approximately with 
the distances and patterns as above. 

  

2.2.4 End-to end activation tests 
These tests aim to assess the proper functioning of the FTS system 
integrated on a particular UAS throughout the entire life of the UAS. 

  

2.2.4 The tests should be carried out using the same FTS-UAS combination 
that has been subject to the tests specified in 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. 

  

2.2.4 The number of activations (triggering of the FTS and observation of 
proper operation) should be equal to the number of expected 
activations of the FTS for its entire life (accounting for pre-flight 
checks, maintenance checks, return to service checks). 

  

2.2.4 The lapse of time in which such tests are performed will depend on 
the organization of the tests (i.e. the activations can be performed in 
a rapid sequence, considering that the unit might need to rest long 
enough to avoid adverse effects). 

  

2.2.4 The information on these maximum number of activations should be 
provided in the maintenance manual. 

  

2.3 Flight Manual 
The following should be reflected in the UAS flight manual , either as 
supplement of the manual or integrated: 

  

2.3 — Limits and conditions for the FTS, including its frequency band; 
— Proper procedures to ensure that the FTS will be operated 
appropriately and it will work as intended throughout the life of the 
installed system; 
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2.3 A procedure requiring at least one pre-flight check (on-ground) of the 
FTS installed on the UAS, which needs to be carried out before the 
first flight of the day on a given site of operation. This check is 
dedicated to minimize the possibility of latent failures. If the check 
fails the FTS needs to be replaced before flight, and re-checked. When 
the FTS is associated with means to reduce impact dynamics (i.e. a 
parachute), the deployment of such means can be avoided for the 
pre-flight check provided that all other elements in the chain 
contributing to proper functioning of the FTS are checked; 

  

2.3 The minimum extent of the ground risk buffer, defined according to 
point 2.5, should be specified in the flight manual. 

  

2.4 Maintenance Instruction 
Maintenance instructions should be established to ensure that the 
FTS will work as intended throughout the life of the installed system. 

  

2.4 These should include the necessary actions to be taken after reaching 
the maximum expected number of activations in accordance with 
2.2.4. 

  

2.4 As part of maintenance, the in-service reliability of the FTS should be 
tracked by recording the following data: 

  

2.4 — Number of FHs accumulated by the UAS with FTS installed;   

2.4 — In case of FTS activations failures during pre-flight checks record 
the FH accumulated by the UAS at time of failed activation; 

  

2.4 — In case of FTS activations failures during flight, keep record of: 
— FH accumulated by the UAS at time of failed activation; 
— attempted activation distance between CU and UAS 
(where applicable); 
— specific location of the operation; 
— presence or not of high power emitters in the operational 
volume. 

  

2.4 — In case of FTS activations during flight keep record of: 
— if activation was commanded or un-commanded; 
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— FH accumulated by the UAS at time of activation; 
— distance between the CU and UAS (where applicable); 
— specific location of the operation; 
— presence or not of high power emitters in the operational 
volume. 

2.4 If the failure probability observed in service is higher than 10-2/FH 
(accounting for statistical uncertainty), the operator should report to 
the competent authority. 

  

2.5 Prescriptions for ground risk buffer definition 
The minimum extension of the ground risk buffer should be specified 
in the flight manual and its value should ensure that any termination 
event would end with the crash of the UAS only within the ground risk 
buffer. 

  

2.5 In order to determine such extension, the following factors need to 
be considered: 
— T: Human and system latencies in the activation of the FTS;  
— D1: Distance travelled by the UAS during time T (projected on 
ground);  
— D2: distance travelled by the UAS after termination is effectively 
triggered onboard (as projection on ground of its trajectory).  

  

2.5 Conservatively and as a simple solution: 
— T = 3 sec; 
— V = maximum UAS cruise speed, or maximum speed declared as 
part of the operational authorization complemented, for UAS beyond 
1 m characteristic dimension, by possible maximum acceleration due 
to Flight Control System (FCS) failure determining an increase of 
speed during the latency of 3 sec. Worst expected wind conditions 
(intensity and direction) should also be considered; 
— D1 = V*T; 

  

2.5 — D2:   
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— For rotorcraft / multirotors apply any of the following 
options: 
— Compute D2 as projection of a ballistic trajectory on 
ground, with a maximum of 0.8 drag. The projection should 
be perpendicular to the operational volume all along the 
perimeter of such volume. Velocity vector at termination: 
horizontal, oriented perpendicularly to the operational 
volume and at the maximum height of the operational 
volume. Modulus computed according to the above guidance 
for V; 
— Compute D2 as projection on ground of a glide trajectory 
with 9 degree incidence angle (same V in modulus and 
direction); 
— Determine D2 on the basis of tests (V in modulus and 
orientation as above defined) 

2.5 — For Fixed wing apply any of the following options: 
— Determine D2 on the basis of tests (V as above defined); 
— Compute D2 as projection on ground of a glide trajectory 
with 9 degree incidence angle (V as above defined); 

  

2.5 — When a parachute is deployed as part of the FTS: 
— D2 estimated as (maximum wind considered for the 
operation)x(height at termination)/(speed of descent with 
parachute). As a correction should be considered to account 
for speed at termination, for simplicity D2 as calculated above 
should be increased of 10%; 
— Determine D2 with tests (taking into account worst 
environmental conditions and maximum height of operation). 

  

2.5 Ground risk buffer = D1 + D2   

2.5 Operational considerations might affect ground risk buffer and 
require a different one with respect to what above assessed, where 
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so established by the competent authority for operational 
authorization. 

3 Means to reduce impact dynamics (optional) 
This MoC does not necessarily require integration in the FTS of means 
to reduce UAS impact dynamics17 (typically a parachute). 

  

3 If such combination is intended, it should be ensured that they do not 
negatively impact the safety of the operation and the correct 
operation of the FTS. 

  

3 Correct integration of these means would require flight tests to verify 
correct deployment when triggering the FTS. 

  

3 Such tests could be integrated with the tests above prescribed for the 
FTS. 

  

3 This MoC does not address the performance of such means in terms 
of capability of reducing kinetic energy. 

  

 

dichiaro che i documenti sopra riportati forniscono piena rispondenza alle indicazioni del MOC Light UAS 2511-01 per quanto applicabili all'operazione oggetto del progetto 

for ENAC project_________ 

it is hereby declared that the above documents provide full compliance with the indications of MOC Light UAS 2511-01 in so far as they are applicable to the operation 

covered by for ENAC project_________ 

Operatore* 

Operator * 

DATA ,                    FIRMA  

Date,                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Signature 

* Il Richiedente della pertinente Autorizzazione Operativa 

* the Applicant of the relevant Operational Authorisation 


	Compliance checklist for declaration of compliance in accordance with MOC Light UAS 251101 for ENAC project: 
	Means: 
	Reference docThe FTS should be segregated from the UAS flight control system architecture Such segregation needs to be simply verifiable and comply with paragraphs 211 212 and 213: 
	Reference docThe FTS can be manually andor automatically activated In the case of manual activation the system will include a ground and an air ie onboard segments: 
	RemarksThe FTS can be manually andor automatically activated In the case of manual activation the system will include a ground and an air ie onboard segments: 
	Reference docThe remote pilot should have means to detect if the FTS is not available due to the failure of any of the elements contributing to its proper functioning: 
	RemarksThe remote pilot should have means to detect if the FTS is not available due to the failure of any of the elements contributing to its proper functioning: 
	Reference docA design checklist document should be made available and include  a high level description of the FTS architecture  the FTS installation on the UAS: 
	RemarksA design checklist document should be made available and include  a high level description of the FTS architecture  the FTS installation on the UAS: 
	Means_2: 
	Reference doc assessment as per chapters 211 212 213 with evidence of compliance with each of these chapters: 
	Remarks assessment as per chapters 211 212 213 with evidence of compliance with each of these chapters: 
	Reference docSegregation of the air segment The air segment of the FTS should be segregated from the UAS flight control system architecture and from any other element of such architecture whose failure may induce a loss of control unless such failure would only lead to crash in the operational volume or ground risk buffer: 
	RemarksSegregation of the air segment The air segment of the FTS should be segregated from the UAS flight control system architecture and from any other element of such architecture whose failure may induce a loss of control unless such failure would only lead to crash in the operational volume or ground risk buffer: 
	Reference docFor example the FTS air segment may use the same power supply of the UAS as a loss of a power supply could be considered a failure leading to a crash in the operational volume In such a case erroneous operation of onboard power supply out of range voltage inverted polarity should not result in loss of containment and loss of the FTS: 
	RemarksFor example the FTS air segment may use the same power supply of the UAS as a loss of a power supply could be considered a failure leading to a crash in the operational volume In such a case erroneous operation of onboard power supply out of range voltage inverted polarity should not result in loss of containment and loss of the FTS: 
	Reference docIf the FTS is activated from ground the receiver of the FTS signal installed onboard should be independent from the receiver utilized for command and control: 
	RemarksIf the FTS is activated from ground the receiver of the FTS signal installed onboard should be independent from the receiver utilized for command and control: 
	Reference docIf the FTS is automatically activated its activation should be triggered by systems which are not utilized for the control of the UAS operation within the operational volume: 
	RemarksIf the FTS is automatically activated its activation should be triggered by systems which are not utilized for the control of the UAS operation within the operational volume: 
	Reference docFor example positioning information utilized to trigger the FTS should be provided by different systems not implying different technology11 with respect to the ones utilized during normal operation of the UAS: 
	RemarksFor example positioning information utilized to trigger the FTS should be provided by different systems not implying different technology11 with respect to the ones utilized during normal operation of the UAS: 
	Reference docSegregation of the ground segment where applicable The units utilized to trigger the FTS should be segregated from the Command Unit CU utilized for UAS control during operation The segregation should be such that correct functioning of the FTS would be unaffected if CU operation would be lost or function erroneously: 
	RemarksSegregation of the ground segment where applicable The units utilized to trigger the FTS should be segregated from the Command Unit CU utilized for UAS control during operation The segregation should be such that correct functioning of the FTS would be unaffected if CU operation would be lost or function erroneously: 
	Reference docFrequency and frequency diversity When using radio frequencies for the initiation of flight termination the frequency band utilized by the FTS should be separated from the frequency band utilised for UAS control: 
	RemarksFrequency and frequency diversity When using radio frequencies for the initiation of flight termination the frequency band utilized by the FTS should be separated from the frequency band utilised for UAS control: 
	Means_3: 
	Reference docWhere the specific operational volume includes emitting sources of high power radio frequencies13 the frequencies used by the FTS should not be superimposed with such frequencies: 
	RemarksWhere the specific operational volume includes emitting sources of high power radio frequencies13 the frequencies used by the FTS should not be superimposed with such frequencies: 
	Reference docThe flight manual see chapter 23 should provide the relevant information on the frequency bands and avoidance of areas which could cause interference: 
	RemarksThe flight manual see chapter 23 should provide the relevant information on the frequency bands and avoidance of areas which could cause interference: 
	Reference docTests Adequate performance of the FTS should be verified with the following set of tests as per 221 to 224: 
	RemarksTests Adequate performance of the FTS should be verified with the following set of tests as per 221 to 224: 
	Reference docA test procedures and result document should be made available to the authority and cover such set of tests: 
	RemarksA test procedures and result document should be made available to the authority and cover such set of tests: 
	Reference docThe documentation should contain date and time of test and test configuration including FTS and utilised test equipment: 
	RemarksThe documentation should contain date and time of test and test configuration including FTS and utilised test equipment: 
	Reference docWhere any test is not passed FTS not activated not correctly activated or erroneously activated the document should record the root cause analysis and investigation of the failure and the change of FTS andor test equipment configuration that may have been necessary on the basis of such investigation: 
	RemarksWhere any test is not passed FTS not activated not correctly activated or erroneously activated the document should record the root cause analysis and investigation of the failure and the change of FTS andor test equipment configuration that may have been necessary on the basis of such investigation: 
	Reference docThe series of tests shall not be restarted without the failure event having been recorded and analyzed: 
	RemarksThe series of tests shall not be restarted without the failure event having been recorded and analyzed: 
	Reference docTests shall be considered passed only when bench ground flight and endtoend tests executed consecutively as per chapters below will have been passed: 
	RemarksTests shall be considered passed only when bench ground flight and endtoend tests executed consecutively as per chapters below will have been passed: 
	Reference docAny failure will require analysis of the root cause possible modification of the system justification of such modification and recording in the documentation reexecution of tests starting from bench tests: 
	RemarksAny failure will require analysis of the root cause possible modification of the system justification of such modification and recording in the documentation reexecution of tests starting from bench tests: 
	Reference docBench tests on FTS These tests should be performed on the uninstalled FTS in a controlled environment: 
	RemarksBench tests on FTS These tests should be performed on the uninstalled FTS in a controlled environment: 
	Means_4: 
	Reference docWhere manually activated the operator should trigger the termination function with the ground unit and observe that the correct termination signal is received by the FTS receiver: 
	RemarksWhere manually activated the operator should trigger the termination function with the ground unit and observe that the correct termination signal is received by the FTS receiver: 
	Reference docWhere automatically activated correct activation of the termination signal should be tested providing as input to the FTS those conditions which would cause its triggering in flight: 
	RemarksWhere automatically activated correct activation of the termination signal should be tested providing as input to the FTS those conditions which would cause its triggering in flight: 
	Reference docThe applicant should perform a number of tests considered adequate on the base of the FTS complexity At least ten 10 activation tests should be performed Bench tests are considered passed when the full set of tests is passed consecutively: 
	RemarksThe applicant should perform a number of tests considered adequate on the base of the FTS complexity At least ten 10 activation tests should be performed Bench tests are considered passed when the full set of tests is passed consecutively: 
	Reference docGround integration tests after installation of the FTS on the UAS These tests need to demonstrate proper activation of the FTS as installed on the UAS and that the desired effect on the UAS is obtained: 
	RemarksGround integration tests after installation of the FTS on the UAS These tests need to demonstrate proper activation of the FTS as installed on the UAS and that the desired effect on the UAS is obtained: 
	Reference docIf the FTS is activated from ground during real operation the tests should be such to test the maximum operational distance of the UAS from the antenna transmitting the command of flight termination The ground FTS unit needs to be connected with the antenna as in the real operational case: 
	RemarksIf the FTS is activated from ground during real operation the tests should be such to test the maximum operational distance of the UAS from the antenna transmitting the command of flight termination The ground FTS unit needs to be connected with the antenna as in the real operational case: 
	Reference docWhere automatically activated correct activation of the termination signal should be tested providing in input to the FTS those conditions which would cause its triggering in flight In this case the activation should be checked for a set of conditions covering uniformly the whole activation envelope while limiting the granularity of such checks: 
	RemarksWhere automatically activated correct activation of the termination signal should be tested providing in input to the FTS those conditions which would cause its triggering in flight In this case the activation should be checked for a set of conditions covering uniformly the whole activation envelope while limiting the granularity of such checks: 
	Reference docWhere the FTS deploys a parachute it is possible to not install the parachute it is sufficient to ascertain that proper termination of flight would be triggered and that the signal causing parachute deployment is correctly received without actually causing parachute deployment: 
	RemarksWhere the FTS deploys a parachute it is possible to not install the parachute it is sufficient to ascertain that proper termination of flight would be triggered and that the signal causing parachute deployment is correctly received without actually causing parachute deployment: 
	Means_5: 
	Reference docThe number of tests performed should be adequate to the complexity of the FTS as installed on the UAS At least ten 10 activations should be performed Ground tests can be considered passed when the full set of tests is passed consecutively: 
	RemarksThe number of tests performed should be adequate to the complexity of the FTS as installed on the UAS At least ten 10 activations should be performed Ground tests can be considered passed when the full set of tests is passed consecutively: 
	Reference docFlight test Flight tests need to be carried out in low risk scenarios typically a VLOS operation in a test location over a controlled ground area where the probability of encountering another aircraft is negligible and with very low risk in adjacent areas: 
	RemarksFlight test Flight tests need to be carried out in low risk scenarios typically a VLOS operation in a test location over a controlled ground area where the probability of encountering another aircraft is negligible and with very low risk in adjacent areas: 
	Reference docFlight tests are not considered necessary for UAS with MTOW  900 grams unless they are used in lieu of the ground tests: 
	RemarksFlight tests are not considered necessary for UAS with MTOW  900 grams unless they are used in lieu of the ground tests: 
	Reference docFlight tests need to demonstrate proper activation of the onboard segment of the FTS however a representative nondestructive configuration may be arranged eg digital recording of the FTS signal which would normally interrupt power connection to engines when FTS is actuated avoiding that such signal actually commands power interruption during tests: 
	RemarksFlight tests need to demonstrate proper activation of the onboard segment of the FTS however a representative nondestructive configuration may be arranged eg digital recording of the FTS signal which would normally interrupt power connection to engines when FTS is actuated avoiding that such signal actually commands power interruption during tests: 
	Reference docIt should be demonstrated that each activation from ground respectively each test case in which the FTS is supposed to be automatically actuated would result in a correct flight termination: 
	RemarksIt should be demonstrated that each activation from ground respectively each test case in which the FTS is supposed to be automatically actuated would result in a correct flight termination: 
	UAS flying straight and levelled towards or away to  from the: 
	Means_6: 
	Doc SectionRow1_2: 
	Reference doc 5 at maximum height 2 of which testing the maximum distance of operation at that height the other 3 with approximate equal distribution as above: 
	Remarks 5 at maximum height 2 of which testing the maximum distance of operation at that height the other 3 with approximate equal distribution as above: 
	Reference doc UAS flying straight and levelled in a direction perpendicular to the one of the tests above same heights as above same distribution as above: 
	Remarks UAS flying straight and levelled in a direction perpendicular to the one of the tests above same heights as above same distribution as above: 
	Reference docIn case of automatic FTS activation the conditions  scenario set for activation should lead to automatic termination approximately with the distances and patterns as above: 
	RemarksIn case of automatic FTS activation the conditions  scenario set for activation should lead to automatic termination approximately with the distances and patterns as above: 
	Reference docEndto end activation tests These tests aim to assess the proper functioning of the FTS system integrated on a particular UAS throughout the entire life of the UAS: 
	RemarksEndto end activation tests These tests aim to assess the proper functioning of the FTS system integrated on a particular UAS throughout the entire life of the UAS: 
	Reference docThe tests should be carried out using the same FTSUAS combination that has been subject to the tests specified in 222 and 223: 
	RemarksThe tests should be carried out using the same FTSUAS combination that has been subject to the tests specified in 222 and 223: 
	Reference docThe number of activations triggering of the FTS and observation of proper operation should be equal to the number of expected activations of the FTS for its entire life accounting for preflight checks maintenance checks return to service checks: 
	RemarksThe number of activations triggering of the FTS and observation of proper operation should be equal to the number of expected activations of the FTS for its entire life accounting for preflight checks maintenance checks return to service checks: 
	Reference docThe lapse of time in which such tests are performed will depend on the organization of the tests ie the activations can be performed in a rapid sequence considering that the unit might need to rest long enough to avoid adverse effects: 
	RemarksThe lapse of time in which such tests are performed will depend on the organization of the tests ie the activations can be performed in a rapid sequence considering that the unit might need to rest long enough to avoid adverse effects: 
	Reference docThe information on these maximum number of activations should be provided in the maintenance manual: 
	RemarksThe information on these maximum number of activations should be provided in the maintenance manual: 
	Reference docFlight Manual The following should be reflected in the UAS flight manual  either as supplement of the manual or integrated: 
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